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About This Game

At first they came from the skies, and we repelled them with hired spaceships on a shoestring budget! Now they’re back, and
they’re sending their ground troops to destroy our bases – thirty-ton monsters with glowing eyes and slavering jaws! And we still

don’t have any money!
Quickly assemble a defensive position using blaster turrets, upgrades, tiny battledroids, barricades, mines, tangleweb, whilst

obtaining the necessary funds by mining nearby resources as the relentless march of the Titans approaches the base. Research
new technology and buildings as you defend the Earth bases throughout the solar system from the Titan onslaught. This is the

ultimate mash-up of real-time strategy and tower defense.

Key Features:

50 level campaign mode across Earth, Moon, Mars, Saturn and Titan itself

29 buildings and 40 technologies to research

Relaxing Endless game mode

Hectic Survival game mode with online hiscores
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Title: Revenge of the Titans
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Puppygames
Publisher:
Puppygames
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.8GHz single core

Memory: 512MB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 490MB

Video Card: OpenGL 1.5+, 128MB video memory

English
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Back in the day, this was in one of the earlier Humble Nundles. It's a deceptively simple TD, with the bonus, for me, of no
restrictions on where your gunz go.
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Alpha-12 will be [already] out soon!:
!!!WARNING!!! After the update, your save files from alpha-11 will not work! If you're not ready to start the game
anew - turn off the auto-update now!

What is waiting for us in alpha-12? Here are the most key changes:

 The game controls are highly improved.

 New system of character path finder A*.

 The inventory no longer contains just the keys, but also the spells.

 Language choice in menu, wihtout the need to enter options.

 New font and the option of changing it.

 An improved interaction with interface.

The rework, as you might guess, has been highly influenced by the letsplays of the players. We've watched everything we've
managed to find. And we want to thank you for them, they were a great pleasure to watch!

Besides, many players couldn't figure out what to do in this game. Every though the "help" window is available at any moment,
almost noone had been using it. We dare to guess, noone had even noticed it. Therefore, there will be a intrusive tip about it
before the beginning of the game now.
Some were complaining about the fonts that came out hard to read. That's why we have discussed it and drew a new font. And,
for the most fastidious of our players, we have added the standard Arial font (however, we don't like it).
A lot of players mistaken this game for a horror game. That's not right. The game is, first of all, the action game, it's scares are
just a bonus. That concerns us, because the players end up expecting a horror from it.
The most important thing, we suppose, is the players' complaints about the game having no tutorial. Let's put it like this: we like
it when the game doesn't hold our hand. We have made a "help" window, but we take a great pleasure in observing a player
figuring the game's functions out on their own. As we can see in the letsplays, the people play our game in absolutely different
ways. Some just overclick the enemies with magic, some use teleport, some prefer to avoid contact, and some look for secrets.
That's awesome!

Also, the music in the game deserves mentioning. You did hear what sound quality the game uses. Quite a bad one, is it not? We
have improved that. And so, we are going to release [already released] the soundrack as a DLC for sale. It'll only cost a little,
and will contain every soundtrack the game uses, but in the HQ. If the DLC is downloaded, the game will replace the standard
soundtrack with the HQ one. The simple and pleasant bonus for those, who love HQ soundtrack in the game. Why do we need to
sell it? Well... I REALLY want a new synthesizer.

That's just the little part of the changes made. It's hard to remember everything that's been changed.

We truly wish to thank all of the bloggers that were recording the letsplays and streaming our game!
First of all, we want to thank Zulin. It's a pity that he didn't want to explore the game deeper. But his stream with all of those
cucumbers, cakes, Hebrew in the chat and awesome comments has left us rolling on the floor, lauging to tears.
Also, we wish to thank Ultra Mag64 for figuring out the entire game by the method of "scientific poke"! Observing and
analyzing that was a great pleasure!
Thank Green Bean for not giving up and passing the entire game during his stream! His frustrations during the last level has
brought us a lot of pleasure and laugh!
And thank TheRPGMinx for showing this game to a lot of people, we always wanted to have our own community to share and
discuss the updates with!
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Regarding the collectable cards, icons, backgrounds, etc. - they will come. Don't worry. It just takes time. They are already
drawn, uploaded, but are not ready to be published yet.
Regarding the new endings, levels, monsters and other things - there will be more. As soon as we're done with the technical part
of the game, we'll rework the scenario. There'll be more of a plot, more of the logic. Unlikely, but possible, there'll be cutscenes.

And last, but not least: thank Humanarian for translating everything to English. Where's we be without you?. Update 4.5.3 -
bHaptics and eSports !:

Added bHaptics support.

Each weapon feedback effect were carefully designed and tested.

Blast wave effects based on direction.

Full support for vest, hand and face modules!
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Totally redesigned Arcade mode to make it more competitive!

 Tons of new features, changes and fixes.

 Game Engine upgrade.

 New leaderboard.

 Manual reload mode gives 2x score!

 Killstreacks and headshot score boost.

 Note to VR Arcade partner. Please contact for instructions on new command list to modify arcade mode.

NOTE: Story mode saves are not compatible with new version.. The Next Weapon Case:
The quality of workshop submissions has been steadily increasing. We’ve seen some incredible work by new and returning
contributors. For the next case, in order to direct this amazing creative force in the most useful direction, we’ve decided to
announce in advance the weapons we hope to ship.

Shipping a case means balancing an ideal case design against the available weapons on the workshop. Often we’d like to ship a
particular weapon at a particular quality, but can’t find a match on the workshop. As a result we end up shipping some weapons
more frequently than we’d like, and some a lot less.

While we expect to ship several of the items already on the workshop, we’re hoping this announcement can help guide artists to
fill some gaps (marked with an asterisk below). Note that the list isn’t a guarantee of the final case design. With that caveat out
of the way, here is the list:

Covert
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M4A1-S

G3SG1*

Classified

USP-S

AK-47

SSG 08*

Restricted

M249*

P250

MAG-7*

Galil AR*

Mil-Spec

Glock-18

Dual Berettas*

FAMAS*

SCAR-20*

XM1014*

MP7*

MAC-10

We will be making our final selections after September 7th.

FAQ

Do I need to do anything special to be eligible for this case?
No, all you have to do is submit your designs by September 7th and make sure your item has been finalized on the workshop.

Do I need to use the new paint style in my design?
No, it’s just one more option that you can consider. As with any weapon case, we’ll be looking for variety in art style.

Do I get paid more for a weapon in a higher tier?
No. Every weapon in a case pays out an equal share.

How do I design for a specific tier?
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It mainly has to do with visual salience and design specificity. Weapons with bright colors and designs that perfectly
complement a weapon’s geometry end up in the upper tiers. Weapons with more subdued colors and/or more randomization in
the pattern application end up in the lower tiers.

What can I do to stand out?
Give your weapon a story. This is more than creating a beautiful design; it’s giving the weapon a visible history that hints at a
larger narrative. Good examples are the  AWP | Asiimov, the P250 | Cartel, AK-47 | Wasteland Rebel, and the P90 | Elite Build.
. Masters of Puzzle Released in Early Access:
Everyone, we are very excited to announce that Masters of Puzzle has been released in early access as of now. We certainly
hope to be able to share that excitement with you and to see your feedback and questions. Once again, please keep in mind that
this is still an early access build, so there might be bugs or features that are incomplete or missing. For you to be able to keep
track of our development, we will share our full roadmap in a couple of days - as soon as we make it more presentable and easy
to browse through. We also plan to keep you updated on our progress on a regular basis both here and on our website. There are
content and posts that are only available on the official blog though, so make sure to visit it often.

On an additional note, we are also working hard on adding Steam Achievements and an Official Soundtrack to the game. We
expect to be able to deliver these features sometime next week.

Playing the Game. The Eccentricities of The Chronicles of Nyanya: The game's own pantheon of goddesses, gods and
demigods:

In this game there's no lion, but there are definitely witches. And a wardrobe, but not what you might expect. The upcoming
retro-style jRPG The Chronicles of Nyanya is full of delicious silliness.

Local cats give thanks to Overcat for creating the world and to his son, Meowdur, for creating the first settlement, Meowdur's
Gate. Overcat is portrayed with his head stuck in a slice of bread, which symbolizes the divine union of cats and pastry (more
about this later). There's also the self-explanatory Goddess of the Great Bowl of Goodness and Catubis, whom cats meet after
each one of their nine deaths. The pantheon is rich in funny divine beasts and there are more to discover. I've only (ahem)
scratched the surface.
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Want to know more about the game? Add The Chronicles of Nyanya to your Steam wishlist and wait for upcoming updates.

The Chronicles of Nyanya will be released in February, 2018. The game offers up to 20 hours of gameplay & multiple endings.. 
 Sentience: The Android's Tale at up to 80% off:
Grab Sentience: The Android's Tale at up to 80% off (depending on the region)

Pilgrim Adventures Complete Bundle (11 Games) is available at an additional 50% off as well!
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/736/Pilgrim_Adventures_Complete/. Sacrifice bug fix:
v.0.0.10
-------------------------------------------------------------

-Fix is out for the Titan Lily bug that could occur in multiplayer and force a match restart.
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